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One Flew Under the Cuckoo’s Nest is an intense game that requires the 

player to manage a family of parasitic birds. Choosing from an array of 

species’ nests to lay eggs in, the user must learn to master a wide range 

of tasks in order to keep their chicks alive from birth to adulthood. From 

learning to swoop like magpies, laughing like a Kookaburra or crossing 

the road like a swan, the player will be constantly adapting and learning 

new tasks in order to keep their family alive.  

 

 

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE CUCKOO 

In order to help understand the design behind this game, it is important 

to understand the basic nature of Cuckoos and their breeding behaviours. 

This information will not be required of the player to fully experience the 

game, but instead will be taught through the game design and 

mechanics. 

Almost all birdlife raise their offspring in a manner quite similar to humans; 

a male and female pair will create a nest and raise the offspring together 

after hatching, often this will involve teaching the chicks new behaviours, 

such as feeding themselves and learning to fly. Cuckoos however are 

considered Brood Parasites.  

Brood Parasites exhibit set of behaviours that allow the animal to rely on 

a second species to raise their young as if it were its own. In the case of 

the Cuckoo, the mother will lay their eggs in another species nest for the 

chick to be raised alongside (or instead of) the other species offspring. 

In order to succeed at this, the chick must learn to adapt to the host 

species, often by mimicking the other chicks cries. Cuckoo chicks develop 

and grow much faster than their surrogate siblings, and can often push 

them out of the nest. Often the hosts may abandon their nests if too 

many of their chicks are missing or die; this is common with a very large 

cuckoo taking most of the food. 

This game will explore the early developmental stages of the Cuckoo, and 

its impact on the species it shares its home with. 
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GAME DESIGN OVERVIEW 

The game is played on a touch enabled tablet: iPad, Android tablet or Microsoft 

Surface. The game takes a side on 2D perspective of a vibrant natural landscape, 

featuring trees, a lake, a road and clear park area. The player can scroll left or right by 

swiping (overall size roughly twice the width of the touch device). 

At the start of the game, the player chooses their difficulty level – each level increases 

the amount of Cuckoo chicks they must manage. Easy, Medium and Hard are the 

choices, each starting with 2, 4 and 6 eggs respectively.  

After deciding the difficulty, the player must then decide which nests to lay a Cuckoo 

egg in. Each nest can have multiple eggs, with the exception of the bowerbird which 

can only be chosen once. The player has the choice of the following nests, Swan, 

Kookaburra, Raven,  Magpie, Butcherbird and Bowerbird (with the last three being 

unlocked with completion of an easy, medium and hard game respectively). The nests 

are unlabelled, it is the player’s responsibility to learn which nest belongs to which 

bird from their previous play through. 

Once the player has decided on their nests, the tutorial stage begins. The tutorial 

stage exists within “Mother’s Dream”, a practice mode where the player has infinite 

time and retries to get their bearings of the game world. There is no punishment in 

this mode, as it is imaginary for the mother. In this mode the player only learns each 

nest one at a time. 

Each nest has a different mini-game associated with it, some involving timing, 

memory, reaction or listening. It is the player’s role to balance their attention to each 

nest – spending too much time on one nest will cause the other nests to be 

neglected. 

After the tutorial is completed, the main game is played over the course of two weeks 

(compressed into two short three minute stages). The first being the ‘Chick Stage’ the 

second being the ‘Fledgling Stage’. Any death’s from the Cuckoo’s or their host 

chicks are carried across into the next stage. 

REFER TO THE ATTACHED FLOWCHART FOR DETAILS ON EACH MINIGAME 

In the chick and fledgling stage, the player must play all the minigames 

simultaneously. The player must scroll and tap each nest to interact with that 

minigame, there are audio and visual cues to alert the player that a specific nest 

needs urgent attention. While they are timed so it is possible for the player to manage 

all of them at once; it will be a difficult task to make it through to the end without 

losing any birds. 

In each mini-game, the player has the opportunity to fail before losing their Cuckoo, 

while they may lose one of the host chicks instead. If too many chicks die, the nest 

can become abandoned by their mother. The nest cannot be played any longer for 

the remainder of this game. In order to keep the game paced well, the other mini-
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games that are still active may speed up slightly so the player doesn’t get bored if 

there is only one or two Cuckoos alive. 

Any remaining nests that still have an active mother and a Cuckoo that is still alive 

will progress to the Fledgling stage. 

Two weeks pass over a short time-lapse animation where the sun cycles very fast. 

The chicks and Cuckoos awaken and the player begins the more challenging final part 

of the game. 

In the Fledgling stage, each nest is presented with an extra mechanic that makes it a 

little more challenging. 

REFER TO THE ATTACHED FLOWCHART FOR EACH SPECIFIC CHANGE IN EACH 

MINIGAME FOR THE FLEDGLING STAGE 

Some of these changes may cause the player to fail where they have previously been 

succeeding. Their reaction time will need to be faster as some nests may require a lot 

more attention than they did to begin with. 

If the player has at least one nest still active with a Cuckoo that is still alive after the 

end of the Fledgling stage (3 minutes) then the game is over and the score is tallied. 

The player receives significant points for each remaining cuckoo (100 points each). 

The player receives moderate points for each remaining chick that is alive alongside a 

cuckoo (20 points). 

The player loses points for each deceased chick (-15 points). 

The player can gain bonus points by performing very well in some of the mini-games. 

Perfect Kookaburra Laughs  

No Predator attacks in the Butcherbird nest 

Worms and Insects eaten in the Fledgling raven nest 

Chicks still alive at the end of the Bowerbird nest 

The game is highly replayable, as each game can vary significantly depending on 

where the player places their starting eggs. This can also cause the difficulty to 

fluctuate; however there should be a good incentive to play the more difficult nests 

(as they offer the bonus points). 

If the player manages to complete the hard difficulty with all Chick’s surviving, the 

secret “nest” will be unlocked and will become visible on the starting selection screen 

the next time the game is played. 

A very confused mother cuckoo has laid one of her eggs in a family of fruit bats! 
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AUDIO AND VISUAL OVERVIEW 

The game begins with a vibrant and colourful side view of an Australian landscape; 

consisting of Australian trees and flora, a rugged dirt road, a heavily wooded 

bushland, a lush grass clearing that some teenagers are playing in and to the far right 

is the beginning of a tranquil blue lake. The screen is approximately twice as wide as 

the touch device and will require the player to scroll horizontally to see and interact 

with all parts of this landscape. 

As the player moves the screen left/right, different ambient sounds can be heard 

depending on the location of the camera. If the camera is to the far left, traffic can be 

heard while the road is visible on screen. When the camera is focusing on the 

bushland and lake, crickets and other bush wildlife can be heard. 

Spotted throughout the landscape are a variety of clearly visible nests. Some are up 

high in trees, some are low to the ground in the bushes, and some are in the water. 

As each nest belongs to a different species of bird, they each must be recognizable 

and easily differentiated for one another; as the player will be required to memorize 

which bird belongs to which nesting location. Some nests will feature obvious traits 

where a species belongs (such as the bowerbird’s obsession with blue trinkets). 

As soon as the game is loaded, this landscape functions as both the main menu 

screen and the game itself. Tapping different labelled birds on a tree in the centre of 

the landscape will activate various main menu functions: A pair of Cuckoo’s begin the 

game, the Magpie is close/exit, and the Kookaburra activates the options menu. 

When the player taps the Cuckoo pair the game begins. Immediately the option to 

pick from Easy, Medium and Hard is available; upon selection, the nests will begin to 

shake implying that they can be interacted with. When each one is tapped, an Adult 

cuckoo will briefly fly over to it and lay an egg (with a bright chirp!), this can be 

repeated as many times as the difficulty dictates.  Three nests are locked at the start 

of the game, these are unlocked with each difficulty completed. These nests will not 

shake if they are locked from the player, and will be unresponsive to touch. 

Once the player has laid their eggs, the mother Cuckoo (the biggest bird) will sit at 

the top of a tree in the middle of the landscape. If this is the players first time, the day 

will shift to night through time-lapse (sun sets quickly) and the camera will zoom into 

the mother Cuckoo’s head. It is obvious we are now in a dream sequence as there 

will be lullaby music (made from bird tweets and chirps). The mother dreams of her 

baby Cuckoo’s hatching, and one by one the player is guided through each nest as 

they learn how all the games are played. For the dream sequence, the camera is fixed 

and will move automatically to each nest; when the camera stops, the mother from 

each respective nest will fly in (with a chirp/tweet/call of their species) and the 

tutorial will begin. 

When the player has completed the tutorial; the dream sequence will retire and the 

camera will fade to black, then zoom out of the sleeping mother Cuckoo. There is also 
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audio associated with the time of day, the traffic will significantly quieten, crickets will 

be louder and other ambient sounds will come in/out depending on the time of day. 

(If the player has already played the game before and doesn’t need the tutorial, the 

game will simply time-lapse ahead two days.) 

The night will time-lapse ahead two days (the sun appears and disappears twice) and 

stop in the early morning 7am. A mother from each respective nest will fly in (with a 

chirp/tweet/call of their species) and each nest will hatch all their eggs (the camera 

will fix on each one and show them hatching), the Cuckoo chick is much larger than 

the other chick’s in the nests. 

The Chick stage has begun and the game is now properly underway. The time will 

remain fixed at the early morning sunrise for the next three minutes as the player must 

focus on managing their chicks in each nest. If a nest requires urgent attention, the 

nest will rapidly flash yellow if there is a danger, the nest will rapidly flash red if a 

chick has died. If the player ignores a flashing nest or fails a challenge, then the nest 

will blacken if the Cuckoo chick has died or the host mother has abandoned the nest 

(too many host chicks have died).  

There will be audio cues that match the alerts, this is of the host mother squawking 

loudly; a skilled player will immediately associate the correct squawk with the nest 

that needs attention. If the nest that needs attention happens to be outside the 

camera view, then a small (red/yellow/black) arrow will appear on the corresponding 

edge to assist the player in finding the correct nest. 

Note, the arrow and flashing nest only appear in easy and medium difficulties, players 

choosing to play the game on hard will have to associate the correct mother squawk 

with the matching nest. 

After three minutes has expired, the Chick stage will end and the game will advance 

by seven days (using timelapse again). This time stopping at late afternoon; around 

5pm. 

The fledgling stage (the final stage) has now begun and the player will continue 

where they left off with their surviving Cuckoo chicks. While the game is played the 

same, more challenges added to each nest for the player to undertake. The landscape 

is now evening and the soundscape has changed to reflect that. Other night animals 

such as possums, bilbies and nocturnal animals may be heard and occasionally seen. 

After three minutes, if the player has surviving chicks, the game is now over and the 

results are tallied. All the surviving Cuckoo fledglings will fly over and sit next to their 

mother at the top of the central tree in the middle of the landscape. All other surviving 

chicks will sit on lower branches where they can be easily counted by the player and 

the points are tallied. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

One Flew Under the Cuckoo’s Nest is a game intended to challenge the players ability 

to micromanage and multi-task under the pressure of time. I often enjoy citing real 

world systems and gamifying them, done well this can not only educate the player, 

but also help reinforce the rules of the world. While I wouldn’t call this title 

educational by any means, it is safe to say that a player would hopefully leave this 

experience understanding a little more about the nature of Cuckoos and Australian 

birdlife in general. 

The brief; “Time” is implemented in many different ways in this experience. Through 

the time based gameplay of the different nest mechanics, to the compressed time 

(sped up time lapses) through the narrative; the player can experience the lifecycle of 

a young bird in just a short real-world period (6-9 minutes depending if they also 

played the tutorial). 

The chosen theme “The Mistake” echoes strongly throughout the design and narrative 

also.  The host mother birds have all made a very obvious mistake by raising a 

parasitic breed in their nests, likewise the player can be punished if mistakes are 

made while attempting to manage their nests. The player has a great deal of gravity 

behind each of their choices, where an accidental swipe or tap early in the game 

could leave strong repercussions during the Fledgling stage; which can be made 

significantly more challenging if there are a handful of injured magpies or all the 

butcherbird chicks were killed, leaving the player to defend against cats and foxes 

alone. 

There was also a strong focus to create a game that has high replayability, the player 

has the option to pick literally thousands of different starting combinations depending 

on where they placed their starting eggs. Including the various unlockable nests 

(butcherbird, bowerbird and magpie) and the secret “nest” (the fruit bats). 

The modular game design allows for unlockable incentives, or a ‘meta’ game 

mechanic that sits outside of the core gameplay. This also gives the option to extend 

the game via expansions or extra downloadable content of many different new bird 

species. 

It was also important to give the player a great deal of agency. If the player strongly 

disliked a particular nest, or couldn’t play the kookaburra due to lack of sound; they 

can simply choose not to place an egg in the undesired nests. 

One of the most challenging topics to deal with regarding this game specifically is the 

nature of death. When a cuckoo or chick dies, it is permanent for the current game. 

This may be unsettling for smaller children, however the deaths can be depicted in a 

more light-hearted or comical way as it isn’t the intention to make the player feel 

uncomfortable. For this reason, the game is targeted at ages 13+ and up. The game 

itself isn’t overly complicated after a practice run, however could prove difficult to 

younger audiences that are new to touch devices. 


